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Abstract : With technological advancements, internet 

is evolving and so is the development of internet of 

things. Buildings are getting smarter [1] and this trend 

is gaining momentum. Wireless sensor networks play a 

key role in this concept. This paper deals with one of 

the widely used applications of wireless sensor 

networks i.e. in the field of navigation. When an 

emergency occurs, wireless sensors detect the danger 

and direct the evacuees to areas far from it via cyber- 

physical interaction. Emergency navigation is essential 

to evacuate users trapped in danger to nearby exit. Our 

focus is not only to guide users providing short path but 

also safe path. This helps in avoiding congestion as 

well as leads to the usage of other sub-optimal paths 

which are often left unused thereby improving the 

survival rate of evacuees. Wireless sensor networks 

along with navigation algorithm are useful in 

establishing this so that people are safely routed to   

building exits while avoiding hazardous area. 

Keywords: IOT, smart building, wireless sensor 

network, Wi-Fi, cyber-physical interaction, emergency 

navigation, short path,  safe path, congestion avoidance, 

navigation algorithm 

1.  Introduction 

     Smart building is an essential attribute of modern 

world architecture. Current generation buildings rely on 

multiple subsystems such as heating, ventilation, 

security and maintenance, air conditioning and lighting 

system. Here, each functional system is autonomous of 

the other. This is at the expense of energy and cost-

effectiveness of the building. There is a growing need 

for the buildings to be intelligent and smarter to reduce 

operating and maintenance costs. This increases safety 

and quality of life of the people residing indoors 

thereby saving energy, increasing productivity, 

improving efficiency and optimizing overall 

performance of the building. Buildings are made 

smarter by integrating automation, intelligence, 

information and communication systems. This occurs 

through network connectivity and the use of smart 

devices embedded with software, electronics, sensors 

and actuators that allow information transmission. 

Internet is a fast growing entity. Revolution in 

technology has made increasing number of devices get 

connected leading to the formation of global 

network[2-3]. This paves way for the idea of Internet of 

Things (IoT) wherein wireless sensor networks play a 

vital role in navigation. With advancing technological 

growth in emergency evacuation services, the concept 

of IoT is gaining momentum and its development and 

deployment is also largely increasing. Emergency 

Navigation System is required to evacuate people stuck 

in danger. Various technologies can be used in 

emergency navigation such as Indoor Positioning 

System(IPS)[4], Global Positioning System(GPS)[4], 

Bluetooth[4-5] Beacons, Radio Frequency 

Identification(RFID)[5], Wi-Fi Positioning 

System(WPS)[5] etc. and user’s location can be 

tracked. Location based services are being used 

extensively and emergency response service is a part of 

it. Location tracking applications include traffic 

congestion control, indoor navigation in smart 

buildings like airports/malls, tracking of children by 

parents, etc.  In our system, we rely on Wi-Fi medium 

to establish connection. Emergency navigation caters to 

the need by directing trapped users to safe places or 

exit. This can be done by user’s position estimation, 

establishing cyber-physical interaction between users 

and sensors, path planning based on location details 

stored in centralized control system, mapping and 

navigation to destination. The main objectives of our 

system are: Firstly, to develop a communication 

methodology wherein the sensor can interact with 

centralized system through gateway nodes thereby 

allowing interaction between users nodes and sensor 

nodes. Secondly, to  build map and identify path based 

on user location, then to detect the shortest and safest 

path for users. Using the idea of CANS [6], the 

proposed system takes the following form as described 

in sections below. 

2.  literature survey 

      Location and navigation support [7] is helpful in 

everyday life situations but is more essential in case of 

emergency response. . The beacons transmit 

information to central node based on which target node 

location is estimated. Both radio frequency and 

ultrasonic signals get along to provide synchronization. 

The time-of-flight (TOF) of the signal is used to 

compute the distance between sender and receiver. 

Target position is calculated based on the TOF 

computations measured by the receiver end. These 

measurements are in turn sent back to the central node. 

CANS [6] is used to trace the exit so that people near 

danger face less congestion. It is implemented in three 

steps: firstly potential map is built for navigation in 
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normal scenario, secondly hazard level map is 

constructed and then its kept on updated as hazards 

vary with time. Micro-location [8] enabled services can 

also be used for location estimation with high degree of 

accuracy. Some micro location enabling technologies 

are BLE(Bluetooth Low energy), GPS, iBeacon etc. 

Micro-location enabled technologies can provide a vast 

range of functional services that will improve the 

quality as well as increase overall efficiency of IoT 

based smart building. It also helps in finding the 

position estimate of person residing indoors. C. Tseng  

et.al. proposed a navigation protocol named TORA [9] 

for mobile AdHoc networks. TORA  algorithm assigns 

sequence numbers to mobile sensor nodes to enable 

multipath routing from a source to destination node. 

The algorithm is carried out in two phases namely 

Initialization and Navigation phase. In Initialization 

phase, altitude is assigned to each sensor based on 

distance to nearby exit and hop count is kept on 

incremented. In next, Navigation phase, danger 

condition is detected. EMG packet containing five 

fields, sequence no., ID of sensor that detects danger, 

sender node’s ID, sender’s altitude and hop count is 

broadcasted. Hop count is maintained in the network to 

locate the source node. Oscillation is a mechanism in 

which user is guided to and fro within the location in 

which he is being navigated. This may be due to 

various environmental factors and external conditions 

like congestion, stampede etc. Oscillation [10] 

avoidance guarantees the success rate of navigation in 

dynamic emergency environment. For this purpose, a 

metric called ENO (Expected Number of Oscillations) 

is used. An oscillation free navigation approach called 

OPEN minimizes the number of oscillations. This 

increases navigation efficiency thereby improving 

safety of users being navigated. This further enhances 

the survival rate of users in emergency. Mobile target 

tracking [11] includes stationary sensors and a mobile 

sensor in a wireless sensor network.  Target positioning 

involves estimation of target and then control tracking 

of moving target to capture it. Enyang Xu et.al. 

proposed  a min-max approximation approach to track 

position estimate of target. Some applications are 

robotic navigation, wildlife monitoring, search-rescue 

operations, security surveillance. In emergency 

situations, congestion can be caused due to panic 

among users who rush to evacuate. A directed graph is 

used to represent emergency regions. Human  

movements are referred  as network flows on graph. 

Emergency Rescue Navigation (ERN)[12] algorithm 

removes congestion and saves trapped people by 

computing maximum flow and minimum cut on 

directed graph which models the emergency regions. 

Self deployment of sensors is useful when region of 

interest is unknown and deployment is not possible 

manually. Disadvantage is that it leads to more energy 

consumption. Self deployment of mobile sensors can 

also be done using Distributed Energy-Efficient self 

deployment(DEED) [13] method. This method reduces 

sensor travelling distance and energy consumption. An 

adaptive distributed protocol [14] avoids congestion of 

people, reduces guiding and evacuation time by taking 

load balancing of each navigation path and exit into 

consideration. Load balancing of objects has been done 

across multiple navigation paths directed to multiple 

exits. This has shown high survival rate in both 

emergency and non- emergency situation. The wireless 

sensor networks are divided into triangular areas and a 

distributed protocol with load dispersion algorithm [15] 

has been proposed for mobile objects. Paths are 

assigned for navigation to multiple exits. This 

eliminates congestion in same place of exit. These all 

form an overview of how various algorithms and 

navigation techniques have been used in wireless 

sensor network applications. 

3. Emergency Navigation System 

       Sensors[16] play a key role in collecting 

information to process the data gathered. They are used 

to measure parameters such as temperature, pressure, 

position, etc. Sensors are compact devices that are 

capable of sensing real time data and converting that 

accessed data into machine understandable codes. IoT 

relies on sensors for consistent, reliable and accurate 

data used in automation and intelligent integration of 

smart components. Flame detector, IR based fire 

sensors, gas leakage detector, alarm sensor for 

indicating alarm, light, temperature, and gas sensors 

can be deployed. Building monitoring can be done 

through the use of wireless sensors. The configuration 

of sensors plays a critical role in the system software 

and reliability of sensor network deployed in the 

building. Sensors are deployed based on the layout and 

floor planning of the building for efficient navigation in 

normal as well as abnormal emergency situation. This 

also depends on the peak usage of an area by users. 

Deployment is done keeping in mind all possible 

nearby exits for a particular segment/ floor in a building 

location. The exits will also have sensors for rescuing 

people in danger. Fig.1 depicts the system architecture 

of the proposed system. The users equipped with 

mobile phones or PDA’s interact with the sensors 

through Wi-Fi.GPS is inadequate for indoor location 

positioning. Wi-Fi is a technique used for location 

tracking with wireless access points(AP’s). The 

centralized control/sever has the location details of the 

building (for path navigation and also mapping details 

to exit). On occurrence of hazardous accidents like fire 

or gas leakage, sensor value set goes beyond threshold 

and emergency is triggered. The source/initiator(sensor 

which detected danger) broadcasts the message which 

is directed to server control. The neighbouring sensors 

too pass the received information to the centralized 

system via gateway nodes. On reception of information, 

the server finds the source-id of the sensor belonging to 

danger zone and based on hop count, shortest path 
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computed is sent to the users in that location along with 

alert message for evacuation. The users in that zone are 

then directed to nearby  safe exit. 

 

Figure 1.  System Architecture of the Proposed System 

        The steps involved in navigation system is 

depicted in Fig.2. The task is to build map and identify 

path based on user location. Then shortest and safest 

path is determined and users are navigated during 

occurrence of danger. The users in danger zone are 

routed safely to exit during emergency case (hazardous 

map). In normal scenario as well, users can get 

navigation to desired location (potential map).  

 

                 Figure 2.   Navigation system diagram 

      The sub systems of the emergency navigation 

system namely centralized control, network formation 

of user and sensor nodes and finally destination 

navigation are described in below sub sections. 

Centralized System 

     The centralized system should have the prior 

knowledge about the environment. It contains details of 

the whole environment for the complete navigation of 

users by entering of the location details, registered user 

information and brief description about the block and 

exit. In our system, this task is maintained by the admin 

who manages the central control. The users are 

navigated by preprocessing the path for source to the 

destination based on request. 

Network formation 

     A connection between user and sensor is to be 

created. Users are equipped with devices which can 

interact with sensors. Each sensor also covers 

neighbour nodes based on coverage and also the mobile 

nodes of user that come under the range of a sensor. 

Destination Navigation 

    When emergency occurs, hop count received from 

sensor node is computed to determine the shortest path 

based on the mapping details stored in centralized 

system. In wireless network coding systems, user can 

exit in multiple paths. So user gets route information 

for navigating to desired location from his/her source 

location as well as a safe path to exit in case of danger. 

3.1 Functions of Navigation System 

    The emergency navigation system is split up into 

three segments. First, on detection of emergency by 

sensor, message has to be broadcasted and shortest path 

for evacuees is computed based on hop count. 

Secondly, all the broadcasted messages are directed to 

central system and danger zone is found. Thirdly, 

navigation to destination is done. The functioning of 

the navigation system and the corresponding algorithms 

are described in Fig. 3, Fig.4 and Fig.5. 

3.1.1 Emergency Broadcasting 

     When emergency situation like fire arises, after 

detection of danger, the information has to be 

broadcasted to the server control so that users can get 

navigation message to evacuate along with desired 

path. Also hop count maintained from each sensor 

helps in finding short path for users. The danger 

message passing algorithm is explained in Fig. 3. 

Algorithm to pass  danger information to centralized 

system  

Let Si be a sensor node deployed in building 

Si ϵ S, where S is the set of all sensor nodes 

St be segments in a floor 

CS be centralized system 

Nt be neighbour table having list of sensor nodes 

 

 

for every Si ϵ S 

{ 

if val[Si] > threshold 

 { 

set Aemg = val[Si]; 

hop_count=0;            // initially 

broadcast 

message(source_id,destination_id,Aemg,hop_c

ount) 

               } 

if 

message(source_id,destination_id,Aemg,hop_count) 

received 

 { 

unpack packet; 

hop_count = hop_count +1; 

 } 

} 

Figure 3.  Danger message passing algorithm 
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     When the value detected by sensor is above the 

threshold, its value is assigned to an emergency 

constant Aemg. Initially hop count of every sensor is 

set to 0. Then the sensor broadcasts a message carrying 

source_id, destination_id ,Aemg value and hop count.  

If that message is received, the packet is unpacked and 

hop count is incremented by 1. The calculated hop 

count helps in determining short path. 

3.1.2  Danger zone detection 

    When broadcasted messages are received by central 

control system they are unpacked to determine 

source_id of sensor which detected emergency after its 

value went above threshold based on algorithm in 

Fig.3. Then the zone to which that sensor belongs is 

declared as danger zone so that users in that area can be 

rescued. The algorithm for detecting danger zone is 

explained in Fig.4. 

Algorithm for danger zone detection 

for all broadcast messages BMi 

{ 

direct to CS 

server.bind( ); 

unpack broadcast messages BM1,BM2,BM3,... 

check source_id to detect danger zone 

} 

 

for every source_id [BMi] 

{  

    find St such that  

    source_id[BMi] ϵ St; 

    emergency_zone = {emergency_zone} U St; 

} 

 

Figure 4.  Danger zone detection algorithm 

 

      All the broadcast messages received are directed to 

centralized system/ server and unpacking of all 

messages is done as shown in Fig. 4. Next step is to 

check the source_id of sensor to detect the danger zone. 

If that detected source_id belongs to a segment , that 

segment in building location is determined as 

emergency zone. 

3.1.3 Navigation to exit in emergency 

   Messages carrying source and destination are sent to 

users in danger. The map is provided tracking the route 

to exit accompanied with an alarm for quick 

evacuation. The navigation algorithm is shown in Fig.5.  

CS - Centralized system  

MN – mobile nodes of users 

GN – gateway nodes  

E ϵ St  where E is Exit 

 

while users in emergency_zone 

{ 

        Let GN check source_id of MN 

       direct to CS 

       route map; 

       send message(source_id,destination_id) 

} 

for all MN in St ϵ emergency_zone 

{ 

       receive message(source_id,destination_id) 

       direct to E 

} 

                 Figure 5.  Navigation  algorithm 

    The sensor nodes via gateway nodes will check the 

source_id of the user nodes and transmit to the 

centralized system. Now this server will have the 

database and mapping details of the locality. Based on 

which, it will map the route and send message to users 

in emergency zone when sensor has detected 

emergency as shown in Fig.5. The message carries 

source and destination. When the users receive this 

message, they will be directed to nearby exit in that 

segment. 

4. Working  Of  Navigation System 

    This section explains how the proposed system 

works. We establish connection with the centralized 

system by turning on mobile Wi-Fi hot spot. Tomcat 

service runner is started and application for navigation 

is opened. Appropriate IP is assigned and processed as 

shown in Fig.6. Once IP is registered and connection is 

established, the login screen opens. Then admin or user 

can register and login to use the services. Admin login 

is shown in Fig.7.  

                 

 

Figure 6. Assignment of IP for connection                      

Figure 7.   Admin login Screen 
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Figure 8.  Block, exit and path details 

Figure 9.  Plotting of path for establishing route 

   Later as shown in Fig.8, admin can enter block details 

and can also add exit. The he can select location and 

create path for navigation. Fig.9 shows how admin 

plots the way from selected source to destination and 

loads the path. Then navigation is provided for guiding 

users in that route. This is depicted by a green line. 

Below two figures Fig.10 and Fig.11 demonstrate the 

storage of data in database using MySQL-Front. Details 

of building location are handled by the centralized 

system/server into which information is loaded and 

updated by the admin who has control over it. This 

includes block, exit and path details along with details 

of registered users for whom necessary navigation 

information is provided when needed. 

 

Figure 10.  Database maintained by Centralized system 

carrying block details 

     Fig.10 shows the details stored in database which 

are provided by admin while entering block and 

selecting location for the same. This location is plotted 

in terms of x and y coordinates which are helpful to 

create path and navigate users accurately. 

 

Figure 11.  Database carrying exit details shows the 

details stored in database as admin enters exit data 

specifying it  in terms of x and y coordinates for 

location estimation.                                                                                   

 

Figure 12.  Route mapping between user requested 

locations 

         Just as admin has a separate panel for performing 

activities related to block and exit addition and path 

creation, the user too has facility to avail the navigation 

services. Users are provided with registration panel. 

Once registration is successful, the registered users can 

request for path by selecting the required source and 

destination. This comes under normal navigation 

scenario. As depicted in Fig.12, path is established 

between two locations and this also forms the basis for 

how users can be directed to nearby exit in case of 

emergency. This includes provision of short and safe 

path far from hazard. 

    

 

Figure 13.  User node creation 

       The network formation module depicts how 

network is formed by user and sensor nodes. It is 
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represented in the form of simulation where in random 

nodes are created.  User nodes are generated along with 

neighbour nodes . This is shown in Fig.13, where 

N8743 and N9671 are neighbour nodes. Further N9893 

node is a neighbour to both N8743 and N9671. Many 

user nodes form network in the same fashion. 

Similarly, sensor nodes are created along with 

neighbour sensor nodes.This is shown in Fig.14, where 

S6615 and S0934 are neighbour nodes. Further, user 

nodes that fall under the coverage of each sensor are  

N9893 , N9671 and N8743. 

   

 

Figure 14.  Sensor node creation                        

Figure 15.  Emergency trigger by sensor 

        As depicted in above Fig.15, sensor node S0934 

detects an emergency (fire accident) when value set 

reaches beyond threshold and it needs to pass 

information to neighbour sensors and users coming 

under danger zone based on sensor range coverage. 

Fig.13 displays fire accident in its panel due to the 

occurrence of danger in the area where those users 

belong. Then detected emergency information is 

received by user node N9671 and passed on to all the 

users belonging to danger zone to rescue them. 

                       

 

Figure 16.  Emergency Notification                        

Figure 17. Mapping path for navigatingwith alarm and 

alert message users providing short and safe path 

    When sensor detects an emergency, users receive 

notification carrying alert message and mobile 

vibration accompanied with an alarm as in Fig.16. On 

tapping it, users will get navigation from their 

respective source to nearby exit in that location. As 

depicted in Fig.17, people in music block are directed 

safely to nearest possible exit far from danger which is 

represented by red ring signifying fire.  

5. Future Scope 

     The simulation developed can be implemented in 

real time scenarios in near future. The proposed system 

is more reliable and fast than earlier methods. This 

enables deployment of wireless sensor networks in 

dynamic building environment for navigation and also 

to cater to the need of people trapped in emergency 

situations providing short and safe path far from 

hazard. The datasets can be highly dynamic. Thus the 

source and destination can also be dynamic and flexible 

according to changing environment and user 

requirement.  

6. Conclusion 

    Emergency situations like fire rescue, demand safe 

path more than short path for escape. Though 

navigation path obtained is safety guaranteed, 

congestions may occur as many people are routed 

through same path. The proposed algorithm efficiently 

serves the need by navigating people to safe zone 

providing a short and safe escape path avoiding hazard, 

congestion or stampede. Thus survival rate of users in 

danger can be improved. Also other sub-optimal paths 

to destination (exit) can be utilized effectively.  
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